


Strong Motion 1, 2016; digital print on metal, paper and acrylic, 
55 x 90 x 3 cm; photo: Michal Kluvanek

Strong Motion 3, 2016; digital print on metal, polypropylene and 
acrylic, 55 x 90 x 3 cm, photo: Michal Kluvanek

Strong Motion 2, 2016; digital print on metal, paper and 
acrylic, 55 x 90 x 3 cm, photo: Michal Kluvanek



The title for this exhibition came from a YouTube video, 10 Terrifying 
Predictions for 2017. Number 6 addresses North Korea’s growing 
nuclear capability, which could ‘go from “scary background noise” 
to “terrifying threat”’.

This series of digitally printed works, incorporating reconfigured 
found imagery and original marks, has been inspired by film, 
literature and television documentaries that deal with ideas about 
reality and perception, and real or imagined dangers. Transparent 
and semi-transparent materials allow for layers of imagery to 
remain as separate overlays within a final composite work. Such 
physical separation renders the imagery unstable, in that it shifts 
in response to a viewing position. This is much like the way that 
information changes depending on how it is presented, or on the 
nature of one’s perspective. Unless you’re standing in exactly the 
right spot you may miss something important. 

I often work with a diptych format to encourage dialogue between 
two adjacent, related images, while multiple panels serve to refract 
an image and render its outline uncertain. This visual uncertainty 
is intensified by the use of exaggerated dots and blown-up 
engraved lines of printed images…ramping up the volume of scary 
background noise.
  
Olga Sankey

s c a r y  b a c k g r o u n d  n o i s e

Futura Bold, 2013; digital print and sandblasted glass, 
62 x 102 x 3 cm, photo: Michal Kluvanek

Ghostwriting 1,2,3, 2015; digital print on acrylic, 25 x 30 x 3 cm each, photo: Grant Hancock

Listen for distant rumbles…Look for signs…Scratch the surface; peer through…Don’t be complacent…Don’t trust your eyes or your ears… 



O l g a  S a n k e y
Adelaide artist Olga Sankey has been making and exhibiting print-
based works for more than 30 years. Originally trained in lithography 
and intaglio printmaking in Adelaide and later in Urbino, Italy, she has 
produced lithographs, etchings and photopolymer prints, and since 
the late 1990s has embraced digital technology.

This has enabled printing onto surfaces other than paper and 
the creation of large format works and composite images. She is 
interested in the relationship of image and text and the way images 
are constructed. Working digitally has also allowed her to combine 
textual fragments with both original and appropriated imagery. 
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Leviathan, 2017; digital print on acrylic and polypropylene, 70 x 224 x 3 cm, photo: Michal Kluvanek
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